
Near the peaceful blue bird’s watchful eye,
where yellow, red and green playgrounds
reach for the sky. Cool off in the spray 
and laugh with delight. This colorful 
spot is a pure delight! 

In a place where children play, a trail where
walkers tread day by day, a hill of dirt where
pitchers stand, and the only baseball field on
park district land. 

Walking around the path, where stories
unfold, a log cabin stands weathered and old.
Amongst the laughter, where children play,
find a beetle, not far away. Its color is red and
black, a fun and exciting display! 

In a place where fun meets the sun, look for
your spot where the wheels and rails run. Find
the spot where you can catch some air. Riders
and skaters you’ll find me there!

In honor of one who has served with pride,
for forty years his dedication did abide. Look
near the playground where children play, in
this park his name lights the way.

Where tails wag and paws play, take a 
stroll, it's not far away. Dogs of all sizes,
running free. Find the dog statue here, and
you will see!

Where the wild things play and beats are
found. West of a road that’s quite renowned.
Climbing walls, swings and bongo drums, in
this park, where music strums. Where wheels
glide and skaters unite, softball & football
fields in sight. This park’s name brings an
animal’s howl. Play here and you will never
scowl. Where am I? 

For four generations, two families tilled these
fields. Now a place to roam, adventures
awaiting close to home. Beneath the shelter, a
picnic awaits, with views of the pond, where
beauty creates. Nearby, kids laugh on slides
and swings, while others play soccer and chase
their dreams. 

I am a place of nature, where visitors roam. 
A center of activity, where knowledge is
sown. Named after a man, known as “Pate”
and James. I am a state park with a center
that claims to welcome all who seek, a place
to explore with trails and wildlife, that will
leave you in awe. But before you wander and
take in the sights, you must first visit me, to
start your hike right. 
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 I am a neighbor of the fields at Ruzicka with
two new, colorful memorial trees. I have a
fancy half basketball court plus, a new
playground to enjoy. EUREKA! You’ll stand
surrounded by tall trees with fluttering leaves
of yellow in the fall. An innovative new
playground for any weather, and a freshly
painted basketball court, to be enjoyed by one
and all! 
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Scan QR code for more information.


